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SOLUTION OF SIGNORINI'S CONTACT PROBLEM 
IN THE DEFORMATION THEORY OF PLASTICITY 
BY SECANT MODULES METHOD 
JlNDRICH N E C A S , IVAN HLAVACEK 
(Received September 21, 1982) 
A problem of unilateral contact between an elasto-plastic body and a rigid friction 
less foundation will be solved within the range of the so called deformation theory 
of plasticity [1], [5]. Thus the famous Signorini's problem in linear elasticity [6] 
is generalized to non-linear stress-strain relations. The weak solution is defined 
on the basis of a variational inequality, which in turn is equivalent to the minimum 
of the potential energy. Then the so-called secant modules (Kacanov) iterative 
method is introduced, each step of which corresponds to a classical Signorini's 
problem in elastostatics. Thus a finite element analysis of the latter is available [7]. 
On an abstract level, we prove the convergence of the secant modules method 
to the exact solution. Special effort is devoted to some cases when rigid admissible 
displacements exist. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a bounded domain Q a R3 with a Lipschitz boundary dQ and 
assume that 
dQ = ru u FT u Fx u FM , 
where FM, FT, TK are open subsets of dQ, TK + 0 and the surface measure of FM 
vanishes. 
Let the elasto-plastic body, occupying the domain Q, be governed by the following 
Hencky-Mises stress-strain relations 
(1-1) Ty = (k ~ | fi(y)) S^n + 2 fi(y) etj , 
where k is a (constant) bulk modulus, 
y(u, v) = - | S(u) 9(v) + 2 e^u) eij(v) , 
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y(u, u) ~ y(u) = y . S(u) = div u , 
, N 1 /3M£ 3M; 
t?y(M) = ~ —^' + — 
2 \ObCj dx,, 
and a repeated index implies summation over the range 1, 2, 3. Assumptions on the 
function \i will be presented in Section 3. 
Finally, let the functions u° e [Wia(Q)f,fe [L2(Q)f a n d g e [L2(FT)]
3 be given. 
We are seeking a solution of the non-linear system 
(1.2) _ JL [(/c - | fl(y)) S(„)] - 2 i - [fl(y) ey(«)] = / , , i = 1, 2, 3 , 
OXf OXj 
in £>, such that 
(1.3) и = u° on Ги, 
?ijVj = 9i on FT, 
where v denotes the unit outward normal to dQ. We denote uv = u,vt-, Tv = T̂ VjVy, 
(T.)t- = Tf — Tvv;, where Tf = T̂ -V,-, and assume that 
(1.5) wv = 0 , Tv = 0 , uvTv = 0 on FK . 
The solution of the problem (1.2) till (1.5) leads to minimizing the following 
functional of potential energy (cf. [ l]) 
fiUidx - g^ids 
Q JTT 
(1.6) Se(u) = \k f 32(u) dx + i ( r M Li(r) dA dx 
J ft Jfl VJo / 
over the convex set 
(1.7) K = {u e [ W 1 ' 2 ^ ) ] 3 | u = u° on Fu, uv = 0 on Fx} . 
The latter problem is equivalent to the solution of the variational inequality: 
(1.8) ueK, f [(fc - %n(y)) S(u) »(v - u) + 2 n(y) eu(u) eu(v - u) -
J Q 
- f&i - u()] dx - J g^i - Ui) ds = 0 VveiC. 
Method of secant modules (or Kacanov method, see [ l ] — chapter 8 and 11-5) 
consists in solving a sequence of the following variational inequalities: 
(1.9) u„+lєK.. [(k - Mľ(u„)) a(u„+1) % - u„+1) + 
+ 2 џ(y(u„)) eu(u„+l) eu(v - u„ + 1 ) - /,(.,, - (u„+ 1),)] d> 
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- 9i(vi- (un + l)i)ds = 0, rt = l, 2, .... 
Under certain assumptions on the function \i we shall prove convergence of the 
method. We use an abstract approach, parallel to that of [ l ] . The problem is trans-
ferred to the solution of a sequence of variational inequalities with variable coeffi-
cients, in general. 
2. ABSTRACT FORMULATION 
Let a functional 0 be given on a Hilbert space H. Assume that <P has the second 
Gateaux differential D2 <P(u, ft, k) and the mapping u \-+ D2 <P(u, ft, k) is continuous 
on every line segment. 
Assume further that 
(2.1) D2 <P(u, ft, ft) = rn\\h\\
2 , m = cost. > 0 . 
Let a bilinear form B(u; x, y) be given, symmetric in x, y and such that 
(2.2) B(u; x, x) ^ Cj ||x||2 , cx = const. > 0 , 
(2.3) \B(u;x,y)\ ^ c2\\x\\ \y\ , 
(2.4) B(u; u, v) = D <P(u, v), 
(2.5) i B(x; y, y) - \ B(x; x, x) - <P(y) + $(x) = 0 Vx,yeH. 
Moreover, let K be a closed convex subset of H. 
Theorem 2.1. Let the assumptions (2.1) till (2.5) be satisfied and let an element 
(p e H be given. 
Then the problem: find u EK such that 
(2.7) D $(u, v - u) = (cp,v - u) Vv e K 
has a unique solution. 
Let uneK, n = 1,2,..., be such that 
(2.8) B(un;un + l,v - un+1) ^ (cp, v - u„+1) V v e K . 
Then 
lim un = u 
n-+co 
holds in the space H. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of a solution of the problem (2.7) is easy 
to verify. 
Let us introduce the notation 
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(2.9) nn(v) = 0(un) - (cp, v) + i J5(MM; v,v) - \ B(un; un, un). 
By virtue of (2.5) we may write 
(2.9') 7in(un+1) = <P(un) - (cp, un + 1) + i B(un; un + 1, un + 1) -
- iB(un; ulv un) - <1>(M„ + 1) + $(un+1) ^ 
= HUn+l) ~ (<P,
 Un+l) = HUn+l) • 
We have defined 
(2.10) i>(v) = <l>(v) - (cp, v) . 
Using (2.8) we obtain 
(2.11) \ B(un; un+1, un + 1) - (cp, un + 1) ^ \ B(un; v, v) - (cp, v) Vv e K , 
consequently, 
(2.12) 7rH(Mn) = ij/(un) ^ 7TW(M +̂1) . 
From (2.9') and (2A2) it follows that 
(2.13) xjj(un)^^(un+ll). 
Assumption (2.1) yields the coerciveness of \j/: 
(2.14) \jj(v) = c3\\v\\
2 - c4 Vv e H . 
Therefore, using (2.13) and (2.14) we obtain 
lim I/^M,,) = c < — oo . 
/ . -•oo 
We have 
(2.15) c1\\un+1 - M„||
2 ^ B(un; un + 1 - un, un+1 - u„) = 
= D(Mn; ufV un) + B(M„; MM+1, Mrt + 1 - 2Mn) ; 
on the other hand, we may write 
(2.16) 2 \jj(un) - 2 nn(un + 1) ^ P(M,.; Mn, un) - P(M„; M„ + 1, M,, + 1 ) + 
+ 2B(un;un+1 - un), 
using (2.8). Therefore (2.16) and (2.15) yield that 
2 \jj(un) - 2 nn(un + 1) ^ B(un; un, un) + B(un; un+1, un + 1 - 2un) ;> c1\\un + 1 - un\\ 
Using (2.12), (2.13), (2.9') and the convergence of \l/(un), we obtain 
(2.16') , lim \\un+1 — M„|| = 0 . 
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Moreover, we have 
(2A7) im\u„ - wj|2 = D <P(un, un - u) - D <P(u, u„ - w) = 
= B(w„; un, un - w) - D <P(u, un - w) g B(w„; w„, w„ - w) + (crj, u - un) , 
by virtue of (2.7). 
We also may write 
(2.18) B(w„; wn, un - w) + (cp, u - un) = B(w„; w„ - w n + 1 , w„ - w) + 
+ B(w„; w n + 1 , un - w) + (cp, u - un) = B(w„; w„ - un + u un - u) + 
+ B(wn; w„+ 1 , w„ - wn + 1) + (cp, un + 1 - un) + 
+ B(wn; w n + 1 , w n + 1 - w) + (cp, u - un + 1) = 
S. B(un; un - w„+ 1 , u„ - u) + B(un; un + u un - w„+1) + (cp, un,c) - un) 
according to (2.8). 
Using (2.18), (2A7), the boundedness of un, (2.3) and (2.16'), we obtain un -> w. 
Q.E.D. 
Moreover, let us consider the semi-coerc ive case, corresponding to the original 
problem and FM = 0. 
Let P G H be a subspace of H such that dim P < GO. Let H = P © Q be the 
orthogonal decomposition and assume that 
<P(v), D<P(v,h), D2<P(v,h,k) and B(w; x, y) 
are independent of an addition of p e P in all variables: for example, <P(v + p) = 
= $(v) Vp e P, etc. 
Assume that the only element peP n K such that also — pePnK is /? = 0. 
Let cp e H be such that 
(2.19) (<p ,p )<0 V p e P n K -*- {0} . 
Assume that K is a closed convex cone with the vertex at the origin. 
Lemma 2.1. Let the conditions (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) be fulfilled for elements h, x, 
yeQ and let (2.4), (2.19) hold. 
Then the functional^ \j/(v) and 
(°(x) — i B(v; x, x) — (cp, x) 
are coercive, weakly lower semi-continuous in K. Consequently, solutions of the 
variational inequalities (2.1), (2.8) exist. 
If e.g. u and u are two solutions of (2.7), then u = w + p, where peP,u + peK, 
(cp, p) = 0. Each such u represents a solution of (2.7). A parallel assertion holds 
for solutions Of (2.8). 
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Proof . To prove the coerciveness of \j/, it is sufficient to show that positive con-
stants c5, c6 exist such that 
(2.21) \l/(v) = c5\\v\\ - c6 VvGK . 
The latter inequality is equivalent to the following 
(2.22) lim i n f ^ = c 5 > 0 . 
IMI-oo \\v\\ 
veK " " 
Assume that (2.22) is false. Then there exist vn e K such that for n -> oo 
\\vn\\ -> oo, l i m ^ f = c7 = 0 . 
INI 
From (2.1) (for h e Q) and (2.4) we obtain 
(2.23) ^(v) = c 8 | I 7 Q v | |
2 - c 9 , 
where I7Q stands for the projector of H onto Q and c8 > 0. Consequently, we have 
(2.24) i/>(v) = c8||HQv||
2 - c9 - (cp, v) . 




Therefore it must hold that 
|-V;||-»o. 
We can assume that vn -> v' in H and therefore v' e P n K, ||v'|| = 1. We thus obtain 
l i m ^ = - ( ^ , v ' ) > 0 
INI 
in accordance with (2.19), which is a contradiction. Consequently, (2.21) is valid. 
The rest of the existence proof is easy, since xj/ is convex in virtue of the assumptions 
on <£. 
Let u and u be two solutions of (2.7). Then 
D \j/(u, u - u) = 0 , D i/y(u, u - u) = 0 , 
m||I7Qu — F/Qu||
2
 = D #(u, u — u) — D #(u, u — u) = 0 . 
Consequently, u — u e P. Let us denote u — u = p. We have 
D <2>(u, p) - (9, p) = 0 , - D <2>(u, p) + (<p, p) = 0 ; 
since D #(u, p) = 0 by assumption, we are led to the conclusion that (cp, p) = 0. 
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It is easy to verify that u + p is a solution, provided u is a solution and p e P 
fulfils u + p e K,(<p, p) = 0. 
The analysis of the problem (2.8) could be carried out in a parallel way. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 21 be fulfilled. Moreover, let (2.5) 
hold and for any h, ke H, 
(2.25) wn -> w => B(wn; h, k) -> B(w; /i, fc). 
Let K be a closed convex cone with the vertex at the origin, let un and u be as 
in Theorem 2.1. 
Then 
UQun -> H^u 
and if lim unk -> v, then v is a solution of (2.7); we have ||u„|| ^ c < oo. 
&->oo 
Proof. As previously, we deduce that positive constants c10, clt exist such that 
(2.26) ^B(v;w,w) — (cp,w) ^ c10\\w\\ — clt , VweK 
holds uniformly with respect to v and 
(2.27) i/J(w) ^ c10]|w|| - cxl . 
Hence Lemma 2.1 implies the existence of a sequence {un}. There exists a constant 
c12 such that ||w„|| ^ c12 Vn. Indeed, this is a consequence of (2.8), if we insert v = 0 
and use (2.2), (2.26). 
Now the proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.1 till (2.15)? 
where we obtain 
(2.28) c1\nQun + 1 - TIQun\
2 ^ B(u„; un, un) + B(un; un+1, un + 1 - 2u,r) . 
Consequently, 
(2.28') \nQun+1 -nQun\\ - > 0 . 
Next, we may write 
(2.29) \m\nQun - nQu\
2 g D <P(un, un - u) - D <P(u, un - u) = 
= B(uw; un, un - u) - D <P(u, un - u) = D <P(u, un + 1 - un) + 
+ B(un; un + 1, un + 1 - u) + B(u„; u,l+1, un - un + 1) + 
+ B(un; un - un + 1, un - u) - D <P(u, un + 1 - u) ^ 
^ D ^(u , u/l+1 - u„) + B(u„; un+1, u„ + 1 - u) + 
+ B(un; un+1, un - un + 1) + B(un; un - un + 1, un - u) + 
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+ (<P, u - un + 1) = D <P(u, un + i - un) + B(un; un + 1, un - un + 1) + 
+ B(Un>Un ~ UnTl,Un - ll) -> 0 , 
where we have used the boundedness of |jwn|| and the convergence (2.28'). 
Suppose now that a subsequence u„k -> v. Then we have for all w e K 
B(u/}k-j; wfik, w - wnJ = (c/>, w - unJ , 
consequently, 
B(unk_i; v, w - v) = (</>, w - v) + £„k(w) , 
where 
c,nk(w) -> 0 . 
By the assumption (2.25) and using (2.28') we obtain 
B(u„k~i; v, w - v) = B(u,Jk + uttk^1 - wnk; v,w - v) = 
= B(u„k + IJQU^.^ - H0unk; ^, w - v) -> B(v; v, w - v) = 
= D <1>(v, w - v). Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATION TO AN ELASTO-PLASTIC BODY 
We assume that the function \i is continuously differentiable in [0, oo) and satis-
fies the following conditions 
(3.1) 0 < / L 0 = v;(7) = | k , 
(3.2) 0 < a = fi(y) + 2y - ^ (y) = /i < oo . 
dy 
Then the inequalities (2.1) till (2.4) and (2.25) in the sense of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
are fulfilled. For the details see [1] — chapter 8 and 11.5. Obviously, we put 
B(v; w, u) [(/< - І К ľ И ) 9(w) % ) + 2 К ľW) вy(иr) ey(u)] á> 
1 
Ф = SЄ (see(l.б)), 




P = {pe [ W 1 ' 2 ^ ) ] 3 | eu(p) = 0 a.e.} = {p = o + b x x) , 
where o, b e R3 are arbitrary constant vectors. 
Let us recall a result from [ l ] — 1V5 (see also the references in [1]). 
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Theorem 3.1. If djijdy = 0, then the condition (5.2) is fulfilled. 
Proof. Setting 
M(y) = f V(0 &, 
J o 
the condition (2.5) takes the following form 
(3.3) Ыy(u))(y(ү) - y(u)) - (M(y(ү)) - M( ľ(u)))] dx à 0 . 
Consequently, (3.3) is satisfied if the function M(y) is concave. Q.F.D. 
R e m a r k 4.1. The above conclusion can be verified also in two-dimensional 
problems of elastoplastic bodies. 
4. SOME FURTHER SEMICOERCIVE CASES 
In the present section we consider two-dimensional problems and the cases when 
ru = 0 but on a part F0 of the boundary of the domain Q a R
2 the conditions of the 
so called b i l a t e r a l con tac t , i.e. 
(4.0) uv = 0 , Tt = 0 on F0 , 
are prescribed. The latter conditions hold for example on the axis of symmetry. 
Then the space of virtual rigid displacements has the dimension one and we can 
formulate uniquely solvable original and approximate contact problems. Besides, 
we shall prove that the solutions of the approximate problems (2.8) converge to the 
solution of the original problem (2.7). 
First of all we study the cases when the whole problem can be solved in a sub-
space Q a H. We start again with an abstract analysis. 
4.1. Solution of the Signorini problem in a subspace 
Let P C~ H be a subspace of a Hilbert space H, H = P © Q the orthogonal 
decomposition of H, dim P < oo. 
Assume that #(v), J) <p(v, /?), D2 <P(v, h, k) and B(u; x, y) are independent of an 
addition of p e P in all variables. 




Lemma 4.1. Let the conditions (2.1), (2.2) (2.3) hold for h, x, y e Q and let (2.4) 
be satisfied. 
Then the fundionals 
ij/(v) and co(x) = \ B(v; x, x) — (cp, x) 
are coercive and weakly lower semi continuous on Q. 
There exists a unique solution ueK n Q and un + 1 eK n Q of the inequality 
(2.T) D <P(u, v - u) ^ (cp, v - u) Vv e K n Q 
and 
(2.8') B(un; un + 1,v - un+1) ^ (cp,v - un + 1) VveK n Q, 
respectively. Any solution of (2.1) and (2.8) can be written in the form 
u = u + p and un + 1 = un + 1 + p , 
where u and un + 1 are the solutions of (2.7') and (2.8'), respectively, and peP. 
If u and un + 1 are solutions of (2.7') and (2.8'), respectively, then u = u + p and 
un+ I = Un+1 + P5 where p is any element of P, represent solutions of (2.7) and (2.8), 
respectively. 
Proof. From (2.1) it follows that D2 \js = D2 <$> is positive definite on Q and there-
fore ij> is coercive on Q. \J/ is also strictly convex and differentiable, K n Q convex 
and closed. Hence a unique solution of (2.7') exists. 
Similar conclusions are valid for the functional OJ(X), as follows from (2.2). 
Since cp e Q, we have 
(4.2) i//(v) = ij/(v + p) Vp G P . 
The assumption (4.1) implies 
(4.3) K n Q = nQ(K), 
where HQ denotes the projector of H onto Q. In fact, let v e K. Then 
I7Qv = v — HpV = v + ( — Hpv) eK , 
consequently nQ(K) <= K n Q. The converse inclusion is obvious: 
K n Q = nQ(K n Q) c nQ(K). 
Let u be a solution of (2.7). Using (4.2), we may write 
^(IT^v) - \\j(nQv + ITpv) = \jj(v) Vv e H . 
Since HQu e nQ(K) = K n Q and we have 
^(ITQu) = xl/(u) ̂  ijy(v) = ^(nQv) Vv e K , 
nQu = u is a solution of (2.7'), u = u + p, p e P. 
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In a parallel way we may prove that HQun + l = un + 1 is a solution of (2.8'), hence 
w*+i = tf«+i + P, PeP. 
Let u be a solution of (2.7'). Then for u = u + p, p e P we have 
(4.4) \l/(u) = ij/(u) _ ^(z) V z e A n Q . 
Let v e K. Then 17 Qv e I7Q(K) = K n Q and 
(4.5) iKIV) = M?) • 
Combining (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain 
ij/(u) = xl/(v) V v e K . 
By the assumption (4.1) p e P _ K, consequently u = u + p EK and u is a solution 
of (2.7). 
The same argument is applicable to the functional co. 
Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 be fulfilled. Moreover, let (2.5) 
hold and let for all h, k E H the condition (2.25) be satisfied. 
Denote by u and un + l the solutions of (2.7') and (2.8'), respectively. Then 
lim un = u . 
n-*oo 
Proof. By the assumption (2.2) we have 
\ B(v; W, W) — (<p, w) = \ cJwl
2 — c2||w|| Vv G Q , 
with cu c2 independent of v. Furthermore, we may write (by virtue of (2.1)) 
\jj(v) = c3||w||
2 — c4|w|| Vw G Q . 
Lemma 4.1 implies existence of a sequence u„ G g n K and c0 = const such that 
\un\ _ c0 Vn . 
The proof then proceeds like that of Theorem 2.1 with the only change — the space H 
is replaced everywhere by the subspace Q. 
Application. Let Q cz R2 be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary dQ and let 
dQ = r0urxurKurM, 
where Fc and TK have a positive length, whereas FM has zero length. Let the condi-
tions (4.0) hold on F0. We define 
K = {u G [ W 1 ' 2 ^ ) ] 2 I uv - 0 on F0, uv ^ 0 on TK} , 
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H = V= {ve[WU2(Q)f K = 0 on F0} , 
M = {ve [WU2(Q)Y \ v! = at - bx2, v2 = a2 + bxj , 
where al9 a2, b are arbitrary real constants; 
P = {p e St n K | -p e 01 n K} = {p e 01 \ pv = 0 on F0 u Fx} . 
The same bilinear form B and the functional i/L will be chosen as in Section 3. 
Only the coefficient ( — 2/3) has to be replaced by ( — 1) and 3k/2 in the formula (3A) 
by k. 
Obviously, the condition P cz K is fulfilled. Assume that F^ and FK consist of 
straight segments parallel with the x^axis. Then 
P = {P = (Pu P^) | Pi = 0i = const, p 2 = 0} ; 
<p e Q if and only if 
Vi = I A dx + f gx ds = 0 
holds for the resultant of the external forces. 
The space V will be decomposed by means of some suitable inner product. We may 
choose for instance 
("> y)v = etj(u) e(j(v) 6x 4- p(u) p(v) , 
p(v) = v1 ds, Fx c: (5, Fj has a positive length. 
Then 
Q = VQP = { vєV | p (v ) = 0 } . 
4.2. Solution of more general problems with unilateral contact 
Lemma 4.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 be satisfied. Moreover, let us 
assume that 
(4.5) ((D,p) + 0 V p e P - {0}. 
Then there exist unique solutions of the problems (2.7) and (2.8). 
Proof. Like at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.1 we derive for any two 
solutions u and u of the inequality (2.7) that 
u — u = pe P , (cp, p) = 0 . 
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By means of (4.5) we conclude that p = 0 and there exists at most one solution. 
The argument for the inequality (2.8) is quite analogous. 
The proof of coerciveness of \jj and co on K follows the same lines as that of Lemma 
2.1. Both functional are convex and different]able, hence they are weakly lower 
semicontinuous. Consequently, the solutions exist. 
Theorem 4.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.2. be fulfilled. Moreover, let (2.5) 
and (2.25) hold. Denote by u and un+i the solutions of the problem (2.7) and (2.8), 
respectively. 
Then 
lim un = u . 
n-* oo 
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 2.2, we arrive at the conclusion (cf. 
(2.29)) that 
(4.6) \\nQun — nQu\\ -* 0 , n -> oo . 
Besides, we derive the boundedness of norms ||wn||. Hence a subsequence {um} 
exists such that 
(4.7) um —- u* (weakly in H) , m -> oo. 
Since K is weakly closed, u* e K. It follows from (4.7) that 
(4.8) nQum - nQu* . 
On the other hand, from (4,6) we obtain that 
nQum -> nQu, 
consequently, TlQu* = UQu and the convergence (4.8) is even strong. Moreover, 
by virtue of (4.7), we have 
(4.9) nPum -> nFu* 
(the subspace P being finite-dimensional). 
Combining (4.8) and (4.9) we obtain the convergence 
| | I I W - I I * | | - 0 . 
In the end of the proof of Theorem 2.2, however, we have shown that the limit 
element u* solves the inequality (2.7). The uniqueness of the solution implies u* = u 
and the whole sequence {un} converges to u strongly. 
Application. The assumption (4.5) can be satisfied if and only if dim (0t n V) = 1. 
Indeed, let H = V, K, « , B, i/t be defined as above, P = 0t n V. If F0 = 0, then 
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m = 0t n V, dim St = 3 and 
(<p,f>) = fljV! + a2V2 + bM, p e ^ , 
where Vf are the components of the external forces resultant and M is the moment 
resultant. The condition (4,5) does not hold, since ((/>, p) = 0 for each vector 
(al9 a2, b) e K
3 orthogonal to the vector (V1? V2, M). The case dim (0i n V) = 2 
is not possible. 
Let F0 consists of straight segments parallel with the Xj-axis. Then obviously 
nV={pe@\pi = a1= const., T2 = 0} , dim (0t n V) = 1 
ion (4.5) is fulfilled if and oi 
inish. 
Next, let FA be such that (see Fig. 1) 
The condit nly if the component Vx of the force resultant 
does not va
Fig. L 
P n K = m n K = {p E 0t | Pi = at S 0, P2 = 0} . 
Then the condition (2.19) is satisfied exactly if Vx is positive. 
Lemma 4.3. Let P 4= {0}, let P be a subs pace of H as in Section 2, dim P < co. 
Let (4.5) and 
(4A0) PnK = {0} 
hold. Assume that (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) hold for h, x, y e Q and (2.4) is valid. 
Then there exist unique solutions of (2.1) and (2.8). 
Proof. The assumption (2.1) yields 
(4.11) <f>(v) = c3 - c4|v|| + c5 |HQv | |
2 VveH , 
On the other hand, we have 
(4.12) ||HQv|| = c6\\v\\ V v e K . 
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In fact, ||i7gtf || is a seminorm in H such that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 in [4] 
are satisfied. 
By combining (4.11) and (4.12) the coerciveness of xjj on K follows. Since (// is 
weakly lower semicontinuous, we obtain the existence of a solution of (2.7). The 
uniqueness is a consequence of (4.5) as in Lemma 4.2. 
The argument for w and (2.8) is analogous. 
Theorem 4.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 and (2.5), (2.25) be satisfied. 
Denote by u and un+1 the solutions Of (2.7) and (2.8), respectively. 
Then 
lim un = u . 
/.-> 00 
P r o o f is the same as that of Theorem 4.2. 
Applications. Define H = V, K9 &, B9 \j/ and P = $ n V as above. Let F0 consist 
of straight segments parallel with the .x\-axis. Then the condition (4.10) is satisfied, 
if FK has a proper form (see Fig. 2), i.e. if the component v1 of the normal changes 
the sign. The condition (4.5) is again equivalent to Vl 4= 0. 
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S o u h r n 
ŘEŠENÍ SIGNORINIHO KONTAKTNÍHO PROBLÉMU 
V DEFORMAČNÍ TEORII PLASTICITY METODOU 
SEČNÝCH MODULŮ 
JINDŘICH NEČAS, IVAN HLAVÁČEK 
Řeší se úloha jednostranného kontaktu mezi pružně plastickým tělesem a dokonale 
hladkou tuhou podporou v mezích tzv. deformační teorie plasticity. Řešení je for­
mulováno pomocí variační nerovnice, ekvivalentní s principem minima potenciální 
energie. Metodou sečných modulů (Kačanova) je sestrojen iterační algoritmus, 
jehož každý krok odpovídá klasické Signoriniho úloze v teorii pružnosti. Dokazuje 
se konvergence této metody k přesnému řešení a studují se také některé úlohy, kdy 
existují přípustná pole posunutí tuhého tělesa. 
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